Biologlcal clocks are devices that can measure time In the absence of environmental timing cues, such as changes In light Intensity, temperature, or humidity.^[@ref1]^ The discovery of circadian clocks dates back to 1729, when the French astronomer Jean Jacques Ortous de Malran observed that mimosa plants continued to open and close their leaves in a daily manner when kept in the absence of sunlight.^[@ref2]^ Obviously, other environmental oscillations such as daily temperature fluctuations could have driven the cyclic leaf openings in de Mairan\'s experiment, thereby challenging his conclusion about the existence of a mimosa clock. However, in 1832 the Swiss physician and botanist Augustin Pyrame de Candolle demonstrated that in constant light mimosa plants opened and closed their leaves with a cycle of 22 hours rather than 24 hours.^[@ref3]^ This observation provided irrefutable evidence that the leaf movement rhythm was not merely driven by cyclic environmental cues depending on the earth\'s rotation, but by a self-sustained biological clock. Incidentally, "circadian" is derived from the Latin words "circa diem" and indicates that circadian clocks can measure days only approximately. Hence, the phase of circadian oscillators must be corrected daily to stay in resonance with geophysical time. The photoperiod (ie, daily variations in light intensity) is the primary *Zeitgeber* for the synchronization of circadian clocks.^[@ref1],\ [@ref4]-[@ref6]^

Since the discovery of endogenous timekeepers in plants, such devices have been found in virtually all investigated light-sensitive organisms, encompassing cyanobacteria, fungi, protozoans, algae, insects, and mammals. Model systems in which the molecular makeup of circadian oscillators is being dissected in detail have been established for several species across the phyla. Thus, during the past two decades, impressive progress in the understanding of circadian clockworks has been made in the cyanobacterium *Synechococcus elongatus*,^[@ref7]^ the filamentous fungus *Neurospora crassa* ^[@ref8]^ the green plant *Arabidopsis thaliana*,^[@ref9]^ the dipterian insect *Drosophila melanogaster*,^[@ref10]^ and the mouse *Mus musculus*.^[@ref11],\ [@ref12]^ In these organisms many essential clock genes have been identifled, and their biochemical and genetic interactions studied. Originally, negative feedback loops in clock gene expression have been thought to underlie the rhythm generation in all of these species.^[@ref1]^ However, breathtaking work on cyanobacterial oscillators has recently challenged this paradigm. In this photosynthetic micro-organism, the transcription of virtually all genes undergoes robust daily oscillations, and these depend on an operon encompassing the three clock genes *kaiA, kaiB,* and *kaiC.* ^[@ref13]^ Kondo and coworkers have now shown that circadian oscillations in KaiC phosphorylation and dephosphorylation persist in the absence of transcription and translation,^[@ref14]^ and that this phosphorylation clock can be reconstituted in the test tube with just the three clock proteins KaiA, KaiB, and Kai C, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP).^[@ref15],\ [@ref16]^ In this cell-free assay, self-sustained and temperature-compensated cycles of KaiC phosphorylation can be observed for nearly a week. The clock components identified in cyanobacteria, fungi, plants, and animals do not exhibit obvious similarities, suggesting that circadian clocks may have evolved independently in different phyla.^[@ref17]^ Nevertheless, the clockwork circuitry of insects and vertebrates share most clock components and must therefore have a common origin. Owing to the powerful genetic tools available in the fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster,* many important concepts of animal circadian oscillators have first been elaborated in this insect. These include the first unambiguous demonstration of single genes affecting circadian behavior in a Mendelian manner^[@ref18]^ and of a negative feedback loop in gene exprèssion driving circadian oscillations.^[@ref19]^ In the late 1990s, comparative genomics has unveiled several mammalian orthologs of essential *Drosophila* clock genes, and genetic loss of function studies in mice confirmed essential roles of these mammalian orthologs in clock function.^[@ref11]^ In this review article, the focus will be on the molecular and cellular makeup of the mammalian circadian timing system, on the mechanisms involved in its phase entrainment, and on emerging pathways through which It can Influence clrcadlan physiology. The way that chronic perturbatlons of circadlan rhythms might Increase morbidity in humans, and why knowledge of circadian physiology may be clinically relevant, will also be discussed. The *Box* lists functional definitions of some of the terms used.

###### Functional definition of some terms utilized for the description of molecular mechanisms involved in the control of gene expression.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Transcription factors** are proteins that control the activity of genes. These proteins recognize specific DNA sequences located within **promoter sequences** (= regulatory sequences located immediately in front of the gene) and/or **enhancer sequences** (= regulatory sequences that can be located upstream, within, or downstream of the gene). **Activators** are transcription factors that increase transcriptions when bound to promoter or enhancer sequences, while **repressors** are transcription factors that decrease transcription when occupying such sequences. Frequently, transcription factors bind to specific DNA elements as pairs. When such pairs are composed of two identical proteins, they are called **homodimers,** when they consist of two different proteins, they are called heterodiiners. For example, the two activators CLOCK and BMALI bind as heterodirners to socalled **E-Box** motifs (with the sequence CACGTG), located within promoter and enhancer sequences of the genes *mPerl* and *mPerJ (murine Period gene 1* and *murine Period gene 2).*
  The repression of gene transcription is also called **"silencing Epigenetic silencing"** is a stable form of silencing that involves covalent modifications of chromatin constituents, either as methyl groups on cytosine bases of the DNA or as various post**translational** modifications on certain amino acids within histories- Histories are proteins that package DNA into protein-DNA complexes called chromatin within cell nuclei.
  **Orthologs** are genes that show a high DNA sequence similarity between different organisms - say humans, mice, and flies - and that perform equivalent function in these organisms.
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Molecular clockwork circuitry in mammals
========================================

Although circadian physiology and behavior in mammals have been studied for many decades,^[@ref20]^ the first circadian genes *(Clock, Per1,* and *Per2*) were discovered only 10 years ago. Since then, many genes required for normal clock function have been added to the list. The approaches used in these endeavors are outlined in *Table I*.^[@ref21]-[@ref45]^ In analogy with early work on the Drosophila circadian oscillator these genes have been assembled into an ever more complex clockwork circuitry *([Figure 1](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g001){ref-type="fig"}).* The four transcriptional repressor-encoding genes *Cry1, Cry2, Per1,* and *Per2* are the centerpieces of this molecular oscillator.^[@ref5]^ Transcription of these genes is activated via the binding of BMALlCLOCK or BMAL1-NPAS2 heterodimers to Ebox motifs of *Cry* and *Per* promoter and enhancer regions. As a consequence, *Cry* and *Per* messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) and protein levels rise, and once they have reached critical concentrations, CRY and PER proteins form heterotypic complexes. PER-CRY complexes directly interact with BMAL1-CLOCK or BMAL1-NPAS2 heterodimers and thereby attenuate the transactivation potential of these transcription factors.^[@ref5],\ [@ref28]^ BMAL1-CLOCK/NPAS2 heterodimers bind their target E-box sequences In a clrcadlan cycle with an opposite phase to that of CRY-PER accumulation.^[@ref22]^ This Is compatible with a scenario In which PER-CRY complexes Impede the binding of BMAL1-CLOCK/NPAS2 heterodimers to their cognate deoxyribonucleic adlc (DNA) sequences. A secondary mechanism, Involving the orange-domain basic helix-loop-helix proteins DEC1 and DEC2 may reinforce the clrcadlan E-box binding of BMAL1-CLOCK/NPAS2 heterodimers.^[@ref47]^ DEC1 and DEC2, both transcriptional repressors, can establish direct proteinproteln Interactions with BMAL1 and thereby sequester this essential clock component Into an Inactive complex. In addition, DEC proteins can compete with BMAL1-CLOCK heterodimers for E-box binding, and hence diminish E-box-dependent activation of BMAL1-CLOCK target gene expression. Although In mammals the function of DEC1 and DEC2 In circadian rhythm generation has not yet been firmly established by genetic loss-of -function experiments, this has recently been accomplished for the *Drosophila* ortholog clockwork orange (CWO).^[@ref48]-[@ref50]^ Post-translational mechanisms modulating the stability and/or activity of PER and CRY proteins also play pivotal roles In circadian clock function. For example, phosphorylation of PER1 and PER2 by casein kinase 1 (CK1δ or CKlε) can modulate the period of circadian gene expression,^[@ref26]^ and REV-ERBα has been shown to be stabilized when phosphorylated by glycogen synthase kinase 3p (GSK3β).^[@ref45]^ In addition to phosphorylation, sumoylatlon and acetylation appear to participate in the functional finetuning of clock components. Sumoylation of BMAL1 proceeds In a clrcadlan fashion and correlates with the temporal transactivatlon efficiency of CLOCK-BMAL1 heterodimers.^[@ref51]^ Moreover, CLOCK contains a histone acetyl transferase (HAT) activity that Is required for normal clrcadlan rhythm generation.^[@ref52]^

###### Isolation of mammalian circadian clock genes and mutant phenotypes. Mammalian circadian clock genes have been identified and isolated using various approaches. Their protein products function in the following transcriptional and post-translational mechanisms: CRY1, 2, PER1, 2, DEC1, 2, REV-ERBα, β, γ act as transcriptional repressors. CLOCK, NPA52, BMAL1, and RORα , β, γ are transcriptional activators. CK, δ, ε, and GSK3β are protein kinases. FBXL3 is a substrate recognition protein of an ubiquitin ligase complex. EZH2 is a member of the polycomb protein family, which probably keeps chromatin regions in a transcription-poised state. NONO is an RNA-DNA-binding protein which attenuates the action of PER proteins through yet unidentified mechanisms. CIPC has no recognizable functional peptide motif. period length; nd, not determined; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; RNA, ribonucleic acid

  **Approach**                 **Gene**                    **Phenotype (wheel running)**                                **References**
  ---------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------
  Genomics                     *Period 1 (Per1)*           KO: τ shorter to arrhythmic                                  ^[@ref21]-[@ref23]^
                               *Period 2 (Per2)*           KO: τ shorter to arrhythmic                                  ^[@ref21],\ [@ref23]^
                               *Per1/Per2*                 KO arrhythmic                                                ^[@ref21],\ [@ref23]^
                               *Cryptochrome 1 (Cry1)*     KO: τ shorter                                                ^[@ref24],\ [@ref25]^
                               *Cryptochrome 2 (Cry2)*     KO: τ longer                                                 ^[@ref24],\ [@ref25]^
                               *Cry1/Cry2*                 KO: arrhythmic                                               ^[@ref24],\ [@ref25]^
                               *Casein kinase 1δ (Ck1δ*    nd                                                           ^[@ref26]^
                               *Casein kinase 1ε (Ck1ε)*   (see Tau mutation, below)                                    ^[@ref26]^
                               *Npas2*                     KO: mild circadian phenotypes                                ^[@ref27]^
                               *Npas2/Clock*               KO: arrhythmic                                               ^[@ref28]^
  Genetics                                                                                                              
  ENU screen                   *Clock*                     Antimorph: τ longer to arrhythmic                            ^[@ref29]^
                               *Overtime (FbxI3^Ovtm^)*    Hypomorph or null: τ longer                                  ^[@ref30]-[@ref32]^
  Spontaneous mutation         *Tau (Ck1ε, hamster)*       Hypomorph: τ shorter                                         ^[@ref33]^
  **Yeast-two-hybrid assay**   *Bmal1*                     KO arrhythmic                                                ^[@ref34],\ [@ref35]^
                               *Cipc*                      nd (but depletion in fibroblasts shortens τ)                 
  **Biochemistry**                                                                                                      
  Protein-DNA interactions     *Rev-erbα*                  KO: τ shorter                                                ^[@ref36],\ [@ref37]^
                               *Rev-erbβ*                                                                               
                               *Rorα*                      nd (also identified in a screen for as *Bmal1* activators)   ^[@ref38],\ [@ref39]^
                               Rorβ                        KO: τ longer                                                 ^[@ref40],\ [@ref41]^
                               Rorγ                        nd (also identified in a screen for as *Email* activators)   ^[@ref39],\ [@ref42]^
  Protein-protein              *Nono*                      nd (but required for clock function in fibroblasts)          ^[@ref43]^
  Interactions with Mper1                                                                                               
  CLOCK-BMAL1                  *Ezh2*                      nd (but required for clock function in fibroblasts)          ^[@ref44]^
  REV-ERB                      *Gsk3β*                     nd (but required for normal clock function in fibroblasts)   ^[@ref45]^

![Feedback loop model for mammalian circadian oscillator. The transcription of *Per* and Cry genes is activated by heterodimers between BMAL1 (B) and either of the two related proteins CLOCK (C) or NPAS2 (N). The polycomb protein EZH2 interacts with these heterodimers and thereby facilitates their action. The accumulation and activity of PER and CRY proteins are also influenced by phosphorylation by protein kinases (CK1δ, ε), by ubiquitination via a complex containing the F-box protein FBXL3 (specific for CRYs), by the histone methyl transferase binding protein WDR5, and by MONO, an RNAand DNA binding protein. DEC1 and DEC2 (D1, 2) compete with BMAL1-CLOCK/NPAS2 heterodimers for E-box binding and thereby reduce E-box-mediated transactivation. A accessory feedback loop, employing the nuclear orphan receptors RORα, RORβ, and RORγ (RORα,β, γ) as activators, and REV-ERBα and REV-ERβ (REV-ERBα, β) as repressors, regulates the circadian transcription of *Bmal1* See text for further explanations.](DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g001){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g001}

Circadian oscillators are likely to be influenced by the cells\' metabolic state, and the temporal coordination of metabolism may actually be a major purpose of circadian clocks. In keeping with this Idea, McKnight and coworkers have shown that, at least In cell-free assays, the binding of CLOCK-BMALf and NPAS2-BMAL1 heterodimers to E-box motifs Is strongly Influenced by the ratio of reduced to oxidized nicotinamide adenosine dinucleotide (NAD) cofactors.^[@ref53]^ In turn, this ratio is determined by the cell\'s metabolic condition, In particular by the reduction of pyruvate to lactate. Intricate molecular Interactions have also been proposed between heme metabolism and the clockwork circuitry. NPAS2 is a heme-blnding protein,^[@ref54],\ [@ref55]^ and binding of carbon monoxide (CO) to heme-bound Iron strongly reduces the affinity of NPAS2 for DNA.^[@ref54]^ Lee and colleagues proposed that In liver NPAS2 regulates the clrcadlan expression of aminolevulinic acid synthase (ALAS1) In a feedback loop directly coupled to heme anabollsm and catabolism. In their model the expression of ALAS1, the rate-limiting enzyme In the synthesis of heme, is stimulated by a NPAS2-heme-PER2 ternary complex.^[@ref56]^ The resulting accumulation of excess heme then Induces the expression of heme oxygenase, the rate-limiting enzyme In heme catabolism. Heme oxygenase breaks heme down to carbon monoxide (CO) and blliverdln, and the released CO Inhibits the transactivatlon potential of NPAS2 by binding to its heme cofactor. In turn, this leads to a downregulatlon of *Alasl* transcription. In liver, this accessory, metabolic feedback loop of NPAS2 activity may work In parallel or In synergy with the more classical feedback loop exemplified In *Figure 1.*

A hierarchical network of ceIlular clocks
=========================================

The suprachiasmatic nucleus
---------------------------

In the late 1970s, lesion studies In laboratory rodents Indicated that the suprachlasmatic nuclei (SCN), two small groups of neurons located In the ventral hypothalamus above the optic chiasma, play an Important role In circadian behavior.^[@ref57]^ In fact, surgical bilateral SCN ablation resulted In Immediate arrhythmlcity In rats.^[@ref58]^ Nevertheless, these experiments did not unequivocally discriminate between a pacemaker and a relay function of the SCN. The breakthrough was accomplished by transplantation experiments by Ralph and coworkers, using wild-type and *Tau* mutant hamsters that free-ran with a period length of 24 and 20 hours, respectively, when kept in constant darkness.^[@ref59]^ Fetal SCN tissue grafted Into the third ventricle of SCN-lesioned animals rescued clrcadlan rhythms In locomotor activity, and the period length was determined by the donor tissue. These results clearly Identified the SCN as the central clrcadlan pacemakers In mammals, several years before the first mammalian clock genes were Identified. Subsequently, organ and cell culture experiments indicated that circadlan rhythm generation is a cell-autonomous property of SCN neurons. However, although dissociated SCN neurons displayed robust rhythms In electrical firing frequency, the Intercellular variability In period lengths was enormous.^[@ref60],\ [@ref61]^ Hence, In Intact animals cellular SCN oscillators must be coupled by Intercellular communication. Oscillator coupling Is not only important for the synchronization of Individual neurons, but also renders SCN neurons much more resilient to genetic perturbations. Kay and colleagues have recently shown that mPERldeficient SCN neurons lose their rhythm In clock gene expression when cultured as Individual cells, but exhibit robust dally cycles In gene expression when kept In organotypic slice cultures.^[@ref62]^ Cellular crosstalk probably Involves both neuronal and paracrine signaling. The Importance of the latter has been revealed by gene knockout experiments. For example, mice deficient for the vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and pituitary adenylate cyclase activating peptide (PACAP)receptor VPAC2 are nearly arrhythmic, In spite of ongoing rhythms in Individual cells.^[@ref63],\ [@ref64]^

Since the SCN can measure time only approximately, It must be resynchronized dally. This synchronization Is accomplished by the photoperiod via conventional rod and cone photoreceptors In the outer retinal layer and, In addition, a very small fraction of melanopsin containing ganglion cells In the Inner retina.^[@ref65]^ Mice devoid of rods and cones are visually blind, but owing to melanopsin containing ganglion cells they can still synchronlze their circadian clocks. Only when the melanopsin gene Is disrupted In these mice are they free-running with their intrinsic period length, when kept In dally light-dark cycles. Photic cues perceived In the retina are transmitted to the SCN via the retlna-hypothalamic tract. Synaptic release of glutamate and PACAP leads to an Influx of Ca++. This triggers the activation of a variety of protein kinases In postsynaptic SCN neurons, which In turn elicits the activation of immediate early transcription factors, such as cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) response element binding protein (CREB). CREB then binds to cAMP response elements (CRE) In the promoter and enhancer regions of *Per1* and *Per2* genes and thereby provokes an increase of the repressors PER1 and PER2.^[@ref66],\ [@ref67]^ Light-Induced *Per* expression during dawn and dusk advance and delay, respectively, the phase of clrcadlan PER accumulation, and this keeps circadian rhythms tuned to the photoperiod.^[@ref68]^

Under certain circumstances behavioral rhythms do not require an Intact SCN.

When laboratory rodents like mice, rats, or hamsters, are offered food during a restricted time period during the day, they entrain to the imposed feeding schedule and anticipate feeding, as manifested by wheel running bouts several hours before getting access to meals. After food Is offered ad libitum again, the animals still display anticipatory behavior for a few days, indicating that the foodentrained oscillator (FEO) can free-run during a limited time span. Despite considerable efforts, the FEO has not yet been associated unequivocally with an anatomical region In the brain or elsewhere. ^[@ref69]^

The "methamphetamine-sensltive circadian oscillator" (MASCO) is perhaps even more mysterious than the FEO. In 1987 Honma and colleagues noticed that the administration of methamphetamine in drinking water rescued behavioral rhythmlcity In SCN-lesioned rats.^[@ref70]^ More recently, this was also demonstrated for mice.^[@ref71],\ [@ref72]^ Of note, methamphetamine also restores rhythmic locomotor activity In Clock À19 mutant mice.^[@ref73]^ Strikingly, chronic methamphetamine treatment of rats engenders a splitting of locomotor activity from other circadian outputs. For example, *rPerl* expression In SCN neurons and plasma melatonin rhythms are not affected by methamphetamine in rats that are kept under 12-hour light-dark cycles, but the period length of locomotor activity Is considerably lengthened In these animals.^[@ref74]^ Moreover, *rPer1, rPer2,* and *rBmal1* expression was found to be completely phaseInverted In the caudate-putamen and the parietal cortex of methamphetamlne-treated rats. These unexpected findings are open to speculation, but I find the following scenario worth considering: In untreated animals with an intact SCN, the MASCO-containlng brain region may be a relay center In the processing of SCN outputs to dally rest-activIty cycles. SCN lesion may lead to a desynchronizatlon of cellular oscillators In this relay station, manifesting Itself In the loss of clrcadlan rhythmiclty Methamphetamine may enhance crosstalk between MASCO-containing cells, perhaps by facilitating intercellular oscillator coupling via signaling through dopamine or nicotinic receptors.^[@ref75],\ [@ref76]^ Of note, dopamine has been shown to activate mltogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and cAMP CREB,^[@ref77]^ both known to be Involved In the phase resetting of cellular oscillators. Once phase coherence Is reached, the MASCO may now drive locomotor activity cycles independently of the SCN.

Peripheral oscillators
----------------------

The examination of clrcadlan clock gene expression In the late 1990s revealed an unexpected result. Several groups observed that virtually all examined peripheral tissues transcribe *Cry, Per, Bmal1,* and *Rev-erb α* genes In a cyclic fashion.^[@ref78],\ [@ref79]^ More importantly, robust rhythms In clock gene expression was able to be demonstrated In serum-shocked fibroblasts and tissue expiants.^[@ref78],\ [@ref80]^ Furthermore, real-time recording of fluorescence or bioluminescence revealed that Individual cultured fibroblasts harbor self-sustained and cell-autonomous oscillators similar to those operative In SCN neurons.^[@ref81]^ Caused by differences in period length, peripheral cell oscillators rapidly desynchronlze in culture or In organs of SCN-lesioned animals.^[@ref82]^ Elegant experiments by BIttman and colleagues suggest that the SCN must probably synchronize each individual hepatocyte every day in order to maintain phase coherence in the liver.^[@ref83]^

Daily feeding-fasting cycles appear to be the dominant *Zeitgebers* for several organs, Including liver, kidney, pancreas, and heart muscle.^[@ref84]-[@ref86]^ In addition, glucocorticoid hormones, whose plasma concentrations oscillate with a strong daily amplitude in laboratory rodents and humans, and probably many other systemic timing cues, contribute to the phase entralnment of peripheral clocks.^[@ref87]-[@ref90]^ One approach towards the identification of such signals in liver was recently reported by Kornmann and coworkers.^[@ref91]^ The rationale of this strategy, Illustrated In *Figures 1 and 3,* makes the following assumption: The SCN drives the rhythmic activity and/or abundance of systemic signals that, In turn, modulate the diurnal activity of Immediate early genes. In a mouse strain with conditionally active hepatocyte oscillators *([Figure 2](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g002){ref-type="fig"}),* systemlcally driven genes are rhythmically expressed Irrespective of whether the liver clocks are running or arrested. Under these premises, such genes could be Identified using genome-wide transcriptome profiling *([Figure 3](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g003){ref-type="fig"}).* Indeed the mRNA encoding mPER2, an essential clock component, was amongst the 30 systemlcally regulated clrcadlan transcripts, suggesting that *mPer1* expression can be regulated by both systemic signals and local oscillators. Interestingly, the temporal expression of *mPer2* was in phase with that of several heat shock protein genes and In antiphase with that of genes specifying F-box (recognition components of ubiqultin llgase complexes) and cold-Induced RNA binding proteins. Based on these findings, it Is tempting to speculate that the regulation of Immediate early gene expression by body temperature rhythms may be Involved In the synchronization of hepatocyte clocks. However, since heat shock transcription factor 1 (HSF1), the purported regulator of *Hsp* and, perhaps, *mPer1* expression, can also be activated by feeding and reactive oxygen species (ROS), this pathway may also be implicated in the phase entrainment of peripheral docks by feeding-fasting rhythms.

![A mouse with conditionally active hepatocyte clocks. A transgenic mouse was generated in which the function of hepatocyte circadian oscillators requires the tetracycline derivative doxycycline (Dox). Hepatocyte-specific, Dox-dependent overexpression of REV-ERBα (rREV= rat REV-ERBα) was achieved by placing a rat REV-ERBa (rREV-ERBα) cDNA transgene under the control of seven tetracycline operators. In the liver of transgenic mice expressing the Tet activator from the hepatocyte-specific *Clebpβ* locus control region (LCR), rREV-ERBα transcription is constitutively high in the absence of the tetracycline analog Dox. This leads to a constitutive repression of *Bmal1* transcription and thereby to an attenuation of circadian oscillator function, since BMAL1 is required for circadian rhythm generation. The addition of Dox to the food or drinking water abolishes the binding of Tet activators to their operators of the rREV-ERBα transgene promoter, and thereby provokes the reactivation of *Bmail* transcription. Under these conditions, the circadian regulation of *Bmal1* transcription is accomplished by a rhythmic exchange of ROR activators and endogenous REV-ERB repressors (mREV= murine REV-ERBα), as in wild-type mice (see *Figure 1*). Hence, circadian hepatocyte oscillators are operative in the presence of Dox.](DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g002){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g002}

![Systemically and oscillator-driven circadian liver genes. Circadian liver transcripts were identified in the transgenic mice presented in *Figure 2*, using genome-wide Affymetrix microarray hybridization with liver RNAs harvested at 4-hour intervals over 2 days from doxycycline-treated and untreated animals (see ref 84). This technique enables the simultaneous quantification of mRNA levels for virtually all of the 15 000 genes that are active in the liver. In doxycycline-treated mice, core clock and clock-controlled genes (CCGs) as well as systemically controlled genes, are expressed in a circadian manner. In mice not receiving doxycycline in the food, only systemically controlled genes are rhythmically expressed. The heat maps below the livers are phase maps of cyclically accumulating transcripts (red for high expression, green for low expression). S stands for mRNAs whose rhythmic transcription is controlled by systemic cues, and S+O stands for transcripts whose rhythmic transcription can be controlled by either systemic cues or hepatocyte oscillators. Comparison of the S+O heat maps of untreated and doxycycline-treated mice reveals that the circadian expression of most genes requires functional hepatocyte clocks. RNA, ribonucleic acid; mRNA, messenger ribonucleic acid](DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g003){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g003}

Interestingly, most forebrain structures apart from the SCN and the pineal gland display relatively shallow oscillations in the expression of core dock and dock-controlled genes. For example *Dbp* mRNA accumulation fluctuates with an approximately 100-fold amplitude In liver, but only with an approximately 3-fold amplitude In most brain regions.^[@ref92],\ [@ref93]^ This low amplitude could reflect either an inefficient synchronization of brain cell clocks, or an Intrinsic difference between neuronal and non-neuronal cell clocks. I favor the first interpretation, given the similarity In the molecular makeup of oscillators In all examined cell types. Conceivably, the chemical timing cues involved In the synchronization of peripheral oscillators - and all brain cell clocks except those operative In SCN neurons must be considered as peripheral clockstraverse the blood-brain barrier Inefficiently. As a consequence, only a subpopulation of brain cells may be phase-entrained by these cues, and the compound rhythms determined for brain cell populations would thus have a low amplitude. The reduced amplitude of brain circadian oscillations may be physiologically meaningful. In fact, many enzymes participating In neurotransmitter homeostasis, such as glutamate decarboxylase, aromatic amino acid decarboxylase, branched chain amino acid 2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase, lamda-amlnobutyric acid (GABA) transaminase, glycine cleavage enzyme, L-serine racemase, and histidine decarboxylase, require the vitamin B6 derivative pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) as a coenzyme.^[@ref94]^ The expression of pyridoxal kinase, the enzyme phosphorylating pyridoxal to PLP, Is Influenced by the three strongly circadian PAR bZIp transcription factors DBP, HLF, and TEE Indeed, a large fraction of PAR bZip triple knockout mice succumb to spontaneous and sound induced epileptic seizures, supposedly due to the Impaired expression of pyridoxal kinase. In the liver of wild-type animals, pyridoxal kinase mRNA and PLP levels oscillate about 2.5-fold and 1.5-fold, respectively, during the day.^[@ref92]^ Even this moderate fluctuation may be hazardous In the brain.

Molecular analysis of circadian outputs: metabolism and detoxification
======================================================================

Genome-wide transcrlptome profiling studies have uncovered large repertoires of genes undergoing circadian expression cycles In a variety of organs. Depending on the tissue and the stringency of the algorithms used in the data-mining of DNA mlcroarray data, the fraction of rhythmically expressed genes varies between 2% and 10 %.^[@ref91],\ [@ref95]-[@ref101]^ The majority of cyclically accumulating transcripts encode polypeptides with tissue-specific functions, supporting the notion that different organs must fulfil different temporally controlled tasks. Liver Is clearly the tissue whose circadian transcrlptome has been examined most thoroughly. As expected, many cyclically expressed transcripts encode key enzymes of major metabolic pathways involved In food processing and energy homeostasis, including fatty acid and carbohydrate metabolism, cholesterol utilization, and bile acid synthesis, and xenobiotic detoxification. Similar to what has been concluded for the ultradlan metabolic cycle of yeast,^[@ref102]-[@ref104]^ there Is some obvious logic in the circadian organization of metabolism. It seems sensible to anticipate the expression of enzymes and regulators of xenobiotlc detoxification before feeding, which Inevitably Is associated with the absorption of toxins (eg, plant alkaloids, coumarin, etc). Similarly, It Is safer to produce and secrete bile acids into the Intestine only when they are needed for the emulslficatlon of absorbed lipids, than throughout the day. Bile acids act as detergents, and the chronic exposure of the Intestinal wall to these aggressive substances may have adverse effects on epithelial cells. Accordingly, the expression of cholesterol 7a hydroxylase (CYP7A), the rate-limiting enzyme In the conversion of cholesterol to bile acids, Is under tight circadian control.^[@ref105],\ [@ref106]^ Sugar metabolism may also be optimized by circadian regulation. After carbohydrate-rich meals, glucose Is polymerized into glycogen, which in liver serves as a rapidly available "fuel" store to mobilize glucose for brain and blood cells during the postabsorptive phase. Obviously, It would be counterproductive if glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase were simultaneously active throughout the day, and glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase are therefore expressed In an anticycllc manner.^[@ref107]^

As highlighted by these examples, biological clocks can coordinate metabolism through three principles: (i) anticipation of metabolic pathways to optimize food processing; (ii) limitation of metabolic processes with adverse side effects to time periods when they are needed; and (iii) sequestration of chemically Incompatible reactions to different time windows. During the past 10 years, detailed molecular regulatory pathways have been unraveled through which this temporal coordination can be achieved. Obviously, circadian clocks do not function In Isolation, but work In tight cooperation with Inducible regulatory processes. For example, llgand-dependent nuclear receptors, such as FXR, LXR, PXR, and CAR,^[@ref108]-[@ref110]^ their coregulators SHP, SRC-1, DRIP205, CBP, and PGC-1,^[@ref108],\ [@ref111]^ the sterol-sensing transcription factor SREBP, and Its régulators SCAP and INSIG1/2^[@ref112]-[@ref114]^ cooperate In an intimate fashion with circadian clock components In the temporal control of cholesterol/bile acid metabolism.

Xenobiotic detoxification, the Inactivatlon and elimination of food toxins and drugs, has been known to be circadian for decades.^[@ref114]^ The daytime-dependent differences in drug sensitivity can be remarkable. For example, In mice the dose at which 50% of the animals die after the administration of the anticancer drug 5-fluorouracil is twice higher at ZT05 as compared with ZT17.^[@ref116]^ Moreover, the probability of succumbing to a single constant dose of tumor necrosis factor alpha Injected at regular Intervals during the day oscillates approximately 10-fold.^[@ref117]^ All In all, day time dependent toxicity has been established for over 30 anticancer therapeutics In laboratory rodents.^[@ref117]^ Owing to the availability of mutant mouse models for various core clock and clock-controlled genes, some genetic circuits linking circadian oscillators to xenoblotic detoxification could be deciphered. One such pathway, Involving DBP, HLF, and TEF, the three members of the PAR bZIp transcription factor, is Illustrated In *[Figure 4](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g004){ref-type="fig"}.* In liver, kidney, and small Intestine, the accumulation of all three of these proteins follows a robust circadian rhythm that Is controlled both on the transcriptional and post-translational level.^[@ref93],\ [@ref119]-[@ref121]^ DBP, TEF, and HLF must execute partially overlapping functions, since disruption of only one or two of the genes encoding these transcription factors does not result In strong phenotype changes under laboratory conditions.^[@ref92],\ [@ref93],\ [@ref122],\ [@ref123]^ However, mice deficient In all three PAR bZlp proteins age at an accelerated rate and die prematurely. Genome-wide transcrlptome profiling revealed that these transcription factors govern the circadian accumulation and/or activity of circadian regulators and enzymes Involved In xenobiotic detoxification pathways *(Figure 4).* As a consequence, PAR bZip-deficient mice are exquisitely sensitive to xenobiotic compounds such as barbiturates and anticancer drugs.^[@ref123]^

![A clock output pathway regulating circadian xenobiotic detoxification. The SCN master pacemaker synchronizes circadian oscillators in peripheral organs, such as liver, kidney and small intestine. The molecular signaling pathways involved in this process are still poorly understood, but they are related to feeding fasting cycles, body temperature rhythms, cyclic hormone secretion (eg, glucocorticoids), and possibly the rhythmic accumulation of metabolites. The molecular clocks in liver, kidney and small intestine govern the circadian expression of the PAR bZip transcription factors DBP, HLF, and TEF, which in turn modulate the rhythmic expression of regulators and enzymes involved in detoxification (see ref 122 for details). SCN, suprachiasmatic nuclei](DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g004){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-9-257-g004}

As reported by Antoch and colleagues, mice homozygous for a *Bmal1* null allele or a *Clock* dominant-negative mutant allele also display Impaired resistance against xenobiotic drugs such as cyclophosphamide.^[@ref124]^ These authors concluded that daytime dependent responses of the drug targets (eg, the hematopoietic system), rather than circadian drug metabolism, was the rate-limiting parameter in circadian sensitivity to cyclophosphamide. Clearly, more experiments with additional drugs will be required to examine the entire spectrum of mechanisms involved in the circadian sensitivity to xenobiotics. Whatever their outcome will be, such studies will hopefully contribute to the awareness that the time of day should be taken into consideration when designing regimens for therapeutic treatments.

Carcadian rhythm disruption in humans and other animals
=======================================================

Given the wide spectrum of physiological processes influenced by the circadian clock, it is not surprising that disruption of circadian timing can manifest itself in a plethora of physical and mental symptoms and morbidities. Sleep disturbances, caused by jet lag, have probably been experienced by all transatlantic travelers. Jet lag reflects the limited phase-shifting capacity of the suprachiasmatic nucleus.^[@ref125]^ Sudden 1-hour phase delays and advances, such as the ones caused by switching from summer time to winter time and vice versa, should not disrupt the circadian cycle, since these phase changes are well within the synchronization capacity of the clock. However, several days are required to adapt the circadian pacemaker to abrupt and large daytime changes caused by transatlantic flights. Jet lag not only affects sleep-wake cycles, but also peripheral organs, such as the gastrointestinal tract, liver, pancréas, and the kidney.^[@ref126]^ As a consequence, heavy meals absorbed at "inadequate" daytimes after a transatlantic flight may cause indigestion. Moreover, during the jet lag period "poorly timed" urine production by the kidney may increase the frequency of urination during night hours. Adaptation is achieved faster after westbound journeys than after eastbound journeys, presumably since the SCN has a greater capacity for phase delays than phase advances.^[@ref125]^ This was documented in a rather objective manner by examining the performance of top-class German athletes after transatlantic flights to Atlanta (westbound) or Osaka (eastbound). Jet lag-associated drops in performance disappeared after 5 days in Atlanta, but only after 7 days in Osaka.^[@ref127]^

While occasional episodes of jet lag have probably no consequences on morbidity, chronic jet lag suffered by nurses and flight attendants on rotation shift work during extended time periods has been reported to significantly increase breast cancer risk.^[@ref128]^ Moreover, mice subjected to light-dark regimens causing chronic jet lag show a sharp increase in morbidity and mortality.^[@ref129]^ If animals kept under such conditions receive tumor grafts, the tumors proliferate more rapidly than in control mice.^[@ref130]^ The molecular mechanisms linking circadian rhythms to tumor biology remain to be elucidated, but several observations hint towards the implication of *Per* genes. Thus, a large fraction of *mPerl* mutant mice die of cancer, most frequently of spontaneous lymphomas.^[@ref131],\ [@ref132]^ Perhaps relevant to the increased breast cancer incidence in women with chronically disrupted circadian rhythms, Chen and coworkers reported that 56 out of 59 tumor samples from Taiwanese woman displayed strongly deregulated *PER1, PER2,* and *PER3* gene expression.^[@ref133]^ In these tumors, epigenetic silencing through DNA methylation, rather than mutations was responsible for the reduced levels of PER proteins.

Perturbation of circadian clock function can also cause psychiatric ailments, SAD (seasonal affective disorder) being probably the most common among them. SAD manifests itself by a profound depression and is particularly frequent in Northern countries during winter time.^[@ref134]^ In many cases it can be cured simply by the administration of strong artificial light during early morning hours.^[@ref135],\ [@ref136]^ The successful treatment of SAD with light suggests that this mood disorder is caused by an impairment of circadian clock synchronization, either because of insufficient luminosity or deregulated melatonin secretion during wintertime.^[@ref134]^

In addition to the serious physical and psychic illnesses mentioned above, there are more innocuous manifestations of aberrant circadian clock functions. Human subjects have individual preferences for their activity phase and, accordingly, can be classified into "chronotypes."^[@ref137]^ Due to socioeconomic constraints many chronotypes can only adopt their favorite lifestyle during weekends and vacations.^[@ref138]^ "Morning larks" choose to get up early in the morning and go to bed relatively early at night, while "night owls" prefer to stay in bed longer and to remain active during a good part of the night. The most extreme forms of these behaviors are known as advanced sleep phase syndrome (ASPS) and delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS), respectively.^[@ref139]^ In one form of familial advanced sleep phase syndrome (FASPS) a mutation in the *hPER2* gene was identified as the culprit.^[@ref140]^ The mutant hPER2 protein carries a glycine residue instead of a serine residue at position 662. This mutation prevents a phosphorylation, normally occurring on S662, which triggers further phosphorylation by casein kinases 1S/ε (CK18 and CK1ε) at nearby serine residues C-terminal to S662. In the absence of these phosphorylations, mPER2 accumulates to lower than normal levels, resulting in a shortening of the period length and, as a consequence, in a daily phase advance. These molecular events could be successfully reproduced in transgenic mice^[@ref141]^ and cultured fibroblasts^[@ref141]^ expressing transgenes specifying S662G mutant proteins. The successful dissection of molecular mechanisms responsible for FASPS in animal and even cellular model systems exemplifies the power of reductionist approaches in tackling seemingly complex behavioral traits.

Conclusions
===========

Although the first circadian clock was discovered almost 280 years ago, the mechanisms involved in biological timekeeping remained a mystery for the following two and a half centuries. Owing to the development of powerful genetic, genomic, and molecular tools during the past few decades, clock genes were able to be identified, isolated, and studied in several model systems. These technical advances converted circadian rhythm research from a purely phenomenological to a molecular and mechanistic discipline. In one organism, cyanobacteria, a temperature-compensated clock ticking for over a week could be reconstituted with purified recombinant proteins in the test tube. The chemical and biophysical analysis of protein-protein interactions and kinetics of enzyme activities in this simple assay system will probably allow us to understand how biological time-keeping can work at atomic resolution. While additional decades may be required to reach a similar state of sophistication in the analysis of mammalian clockwork function, the progress made in this field has been nevertheless extraordinary. During the past 10 years, an impressive repertoire of molecular cogwheels has been established, and we are beginning to understand how these cogwheels are intertwined. The discovery of cell-autonomous and self-sustained molecular oscillators in virtually every body cell led to a paradigm change of how the clockwork circuitry governs overt rhythms in behavior and physiology. It now appears that the mammalian timing system resembles an extensive and hierarchically structured web of cellular oscillators, whose phases must be coordinated at the single cell level by the master pacemaker in the SCN. We are also beginning to understand how molecular clocks in individual peripheral cells cooperate with cell typespecific and inducible mechanisms to optimize metabolism and physiology. Despite these advances, an important and scientifically challenging issue remains to be addressed. Although evolution-based arguments leave little doubt as to the importance of a well-functioning circadian clock for survival under natural conditions, it has been difficult to show its contribution to fitness of mammalian organisms in the laboratory. The association of increased morbidity to clock gene mutations does not address this issue in a satisfactory fashion, since such genes may execute important functions unrelated to circadian rhythm generation (for example control of ossification by clock genes^[@ref143],\ [@ref144]^). In cyanobacteria *(Synechococcus elongatus*)^[@ref145],\ [@ref146]^ and a green plant *(Arabidopsis thaliana)^[@ref147]^* the benefit of circadian timing was demonstrated by an ingenious and convincing strategy. In both species, a clock resonating with imposed light-dark cycles has been shown to increase performance and fitness. Since, depending on the imposed environmental conditions, the same clock gene mutation can be beneficial or deleterious in such experiments, the observed phenotypes must thus be caused by a rhythm-related property of the gene mutation under study. Eventually this approach should succeed in mammals as well, given the availability of mutant mice and hamsters with aberrant period length.
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